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Design my home makeover level 101

Johnny brave of adding dimmers to finally say goodbye to 'do' furniture, 6 interior designers share their secrets quickly changing acts. Courtesy of Lesli DeVito we asked you to post ideas for converting a room on the beautiful home Facebook page. Here are some favorites. It takes a team of professionals to build a home theater. But you still have to pass on exactly what you want
to them and expect from your entertainment space. To do this, you need to learn the essential elements to create a large home theater of design and planning to buy and install. To help you, we interviewed the following home theater experts: interior designer Charles Pavarini III, lighting designer Lana Lenar, and toxicologist Barry Reiner. Here's what they had to say about: the
room-shaped home theater space should be similar to the movie theater: enclosed, rectangular rooms. The shape affects how the sound bounces around the room so a completely square room or a room that doubles as long as it's wide can produce muddy sound patterns. Great room? About one and a half times as long as it's wide. And it should not be ideal for the best sound-
enclosed quality of wide open acoustic rooms. Levels if you're building a high-line theater, you'll probably want curtained or upholstered walls and a carpeted floor. The soft surface reduces disrupting echoes. Sitting the distance of the seating place so the screen-to-eye distance is about two to three times the size of the screen (the screen size is typically measured on diagonal).
The screen image appears sharpest when viewed directly. Lighting with a front forecasting system, setup lighting should be just shy of total darkness. There should just be enough light so the screen doesn't squeeze your eyes, but not enough to make a stunning one on the screen. The system alone will likely provide adequate lighting so people can move around safely, but to be
safe you may want to consider installing task lighting along the floor. Beyond performance, lighting is a key element in home theater design. The room should be an inviting and comfortable space with a lighting system that determines the right mood for fun and relaxation. Essential electronics equipment needed for your home theater as well as prem on how to decode jargon
technology. Video projector for the ultimate visual experience, it's all about a great, high-resolution image. To achieve this, you need a high quality projector at 720p (p progressive acronym) or for the best, 1080p. Note: Video projectors are best known for those with screens measuring more than 60 inches diagonal. If your screen is smaller, consider buying a plasma or rear plan
TV. The size of the base thumb screen for display ratios is two and a third wider than that above. 16:9 Is the language of measurement, meaning that if the screen is 16 feet wide, the screen must be 9 feet high. Speakers talk independently in front of the wall. Final audio performance, standalone speakers tend to be better. For a sleek look, the speakers on the wall are less
obscure. Both can be good; it's just a matter of what matters: performance or what does it look like? Subwoofers answer the same speaker: sub-woofers independent winning performance contest; The wall sneaks ahead in the section appears. Surround sound formats basically mean having speakers around the room. Choosing the best surrounded format depends on the depth of
the room. The most common system is called the Digital Dolby 5.1 and includes five speakers and a subtitle, two speakers on the front, one in the center, and two on the side (but towards the back), plus subtitles. For a very deep room, two additional speakers on the back wall help strengthen the extra space (7.1 Dolby Digital). Processors surrounded by processors surround the
primary electronic component for controlling your home theater. They come in receivers all in one or as separate parts. Separately, they perform better, but they are costly and take up more space. If you have a pure audio, however, they are walking. Select video source parts from digital cable, satellite, DVD or Blu-ray video servers. Blu-ray is the best available. SETUPUser
equipment is the master interface of remote control. An integrated touchscreen is the preferred format. The shelf places the equipment in front of the equipment rack. Shelves may look better for your home theater, but rack equipment facilitates easier installation and makes it easier to service equipment problems and add upgrades down the road. If you think the rack will be a
vision but like benefits, consider adding a closet to your design plan. Project planning project planning is a very important step in creating a home theater that ensures your expectations on your budget. Once settled, work with the interior designer and audio/visual expert to achieve the ultimate viewer experience. Planning, designing and building a home theater is a great project,
but this guide should ensure that it won't be too big to deal with. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and is entered on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find out more about this and similar content on piano.io courtesy of the manufacturer so you want to do something different to your home now? Here are 101 ideas from
101 designers, and there's something for each room. 1 out of 101 switch off your dining room electoise switch. Candles are placed next to the boards and in sconces and even in your chandelier—Marjorie Skouras makes one that drips with coral. very romantic . Who cares what you serve! -Susan Reinstein 2 out of 101 use something natural buying a tree in a basket or planter
and put it in her only corner. I love fiddler leaf figs for sweet platypus bale leaves like that. If you want to go the extra mile, stick some of the lights above behind it. -Celerie Kemble 3 out of 101 try the subtle smell I don't Perfume normally, but there's nothing quite like santa Maria Novella potpourri. People walk into the house and say, Oh, what is this? It's just super clean and fresh.
-Jackie Trerell split 4 out of 101 and conquered me once had a friend stay with me for a week and she cleaned all my drawers. It was a life-changing experience. So go to the container store and buy all those divided drawers and start organizing. -Phoebe Howard 5 out of 101 contrast with its dark base color contrasting colors such as Spanish brown or dark grey. It's like using
eyeline to make it pop the wall. Plus, it doesn't show scuffs. - Thomas Jayne 6 of 101 Go Angular consider setting furniture and carpets at an angle. It will change all the dynamics of a room. - Vicente Wolf is a wolf sitting area created in this Palm Beach condo in 1970 perfectly placed at an angle. 7 of 101 D.I.Y. Art Gallery go to the home warehouse, buy crown mold lengths at
least two inches deep, and nail it to the wall to create an image edge. I do it in a family space like a kitchen or aisle buying standard frames and pop in your children's art or family photos and changing it around every few weeks. -Susan Lovell 8 out of 101 try my new perfume to meet a friend in the south of France, and every night she lights Jo Malone candles in my bedroom and
closes the door. When I got into bed to go to bed, there was this smell of basil, lime and mandarin orange. Now, whenever I light this candle, I think of France. -Kitty Reader 9 of 101 secret LED lights buy a bunch of those battery LED lights operated everywhere for just $8.99 each. They're like little hockey sticks that are glued back there, putting them under a console table, on top
of a bookshelk, or using them to backlight some interesting object on the shelf. -Libby Cameron tested 10 of 101 new Lightbulb styles with different lamps in her sconces and chandeliers. Instead of the traditional flame tip, try using bright Edison lamps. Ditch the shade for a more modern look. -Philip Gorrivan created 11 of 101 dramatic light if you want a bit of drama in your life,
changing the color of your lampshades to black. Much more dramatic, and it creates lovely pools of light-along with a little pussies-in-a-room. Shade line in gold paper to add a bit of sparkle. -Jennifer Garrigues 12 out of 101 use seasonal accessories to get some wicker baskets or good bowls — whatever you may have—and fill them with lady apples, pears, or English walnuts,
depending on the season, and put them all over the house. Multiply is what makes the drums. -Dan Carithers 13 out of 101 seasonal rooms in winter, I'm bringing out cashmere blankets, fur throws, and my quilt bed from Leontin Linens. In summer, come out seersucker monogrammed and cover cotton piqué. I also have a sucker for Léron hand towels. -Malcom James Kotner 14
of 101 Curate his closet clearing, editing, and organizing his closet. We love you. Linen-covered boxes of different sizes, shapes, and colors to respond to different categories of your property. Buy all the new hanger. Add personal accents, such as scented shelf liner. -Elissa Kalman has 15 out of 101 dresses up curtains if you want to accent the height of a room, apply braid, bar,
or trim to the leading edge of the draperies. - Barry Dixon has 16 of 101 Liven up to dull spots if his bookshelt look bland, back color and contrasting color sides. Pick up colors across the room with pillow accents or throws. -Connie Beale 17 out of 101 add light to your room place a large mirror in front of a window to open a room and double the amount of natural light. -Jeff
Andrews has 18 of 101 Primp in go-to style to restore hardware and get all the new bathroom accessories. I love your nickel polished soap dishes, and I bought your polished nickel tray in all three sizes. - Susan Kessler has 19 of 101 rotating accessories changing her throw pillow. A couple of bright Turkish pillows printed by Madeleine Weinrib can transform a living room. It also
goes for your bed. John Robshaw's blocked hand shams will add a bit odd. - Martin Lawrence Bullard 20 of 101 hung graffiti photos are back. Coloredgevisual.com or duggal.com big choice, or you can send your photos and they scale it according to your wall. Whether the foyer has an entrance, a wall-end long hallway, a door, or the roof of a small powder room, just for fun. -
Christopher Coleman photo Coleman mural placed on the wall of this media room-designed for the 2009 Kipps Bay View House-makes a huge impact. 21 out of 101 create your bath oasis feels like a spa. get rid of the clutter . Buy fabulous overscale towels in a new color. Add a few small candles and light them at night when you guest. -Mary Douglas Drysdale 22 out of 101
pulling in extra seats I found the best small Japanese-style bench in the Pearl River that can be used for extra seating in almost any room. They are available in taj wood or mango - or you can paint them fabulously. -Lynn Morgan 23 out of 101 will boost your bed you know you're really confident when you put your bed in the middle of the room. Add flat curtains and it becomes a
private domain. I like the mattress to be a little high, so I buy flat lifts from the bed of the booth and beyond. They are like high heels for beds. -Mallory Marshall 24 out of 101 try the first tropical style, I took down the curtains in my bedroom and lacquered a sexy tanning color wall. Then I made my own molds with bamboo turtle shells - split length so it lies flat. i used it to outline the
windows , doors and ceilings of cincinnati . Handsome and tropical. -Brooke Huttig 25 out of 101 reviving her new bedding bedroom can make a bedroom feel fresh and new again. Areahome.com or dwellstudio.com a gorgeous and sophisticated bag that doesn't empty your wallet. They even make baby sheets, Eve Robinson, 26 out of 101, thinking again about creating an empie
wall. Picture wall. I organize my photos according to the topic. I like to print my travel photos with sepia tones and then order frames and matte picturewallcompany.com. They are so easy that the photos practically sort themselves out on the wall. -Amy Love 27 of 101 Annex Tassel or Fringe I love the Tüssel fringe and wooden ball in all colors, shapes, and sizes. It looks great on
cushions or curtains or lampshades. -Mario Buatta 28 of 101 games with my lighting will change all the lamps at home in one go-single-thoughtfully select the right watt for specific places or fixtures. Then, control all those light by installing dimmers with pre-prepared buttons so you can return to your favorite light level. Maybe add simple image lights to some of your artworks. -
Hermes Malia 29 out of 101 think out of the box if you have a flat-screen TV, don't leave it blank. App it with video art. -Campion Platt 30 out of 101 adjust the attitude of the room buying ceiling draper path and the lowest cost linen you can find and drape all walls. White linen in a bedroom, darker color in a dining room. It smooths everything and feels moody and interesting. You
can even hang art from the chain above it, Betsy Brown Brown.
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